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Abstract
Background: A new way of spam sending was discovered. Old spam techniques not effective now, spammers find new
ways. Analysis: The analysis shows that spammers find new ways to bypass very efficient tools to catch spam like DNSBL,
SPF and some others. Findings: New discovered approach uses cheap domain names and cheap hosting services to imitate
legal mail servers. Conclusion: New anti-spam tools needed to fight against new spam sending wave.
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1. Introduction
Spam servers deploy multiple technologies. Up until mail
servers started receiving and analyzing email messages,
the servers were analyzing remote mail servers on
“trustworthiness”. The server checks the IP address of
a remote host and decides whether to accept or reject
the incoming email message. At the moment, such
technologies include DNSBL (checking to see if an IP
address is blacklisted), checking the PTR records of IP
addresses and mail domain, SPF and the recent DKIM
and some others1. Spam problem related not only to
e-mail services, but also to some social networks2,3.

2. Analysis of Technologies used
The PTR record of an IP address is contained in the host
DNS server. The mail server, which received a message,
checks the sending server’s domain contained in email
headers with the PTR record of the IP address from which
that message is sent. If the PTR record is different from
this domain, the message is marked as spam. If there
is no PTR record, the message is also marked as spam.
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Only the owner of the IP address block – mainly hosting
companies – can change a PTR record.
With SPF technology, a special line is added in
the DNS record of the domain4. The line indicates
which servers are allowed to send mail messages. The
recipient mail server checks the address of the sending
server with the DNS record. If the sending server is not
included in the list of trusted servers, the email message
is marked as spam, and in some cases, simply rejected
by the server.
For DKIM5, a digital signature is added to the email
message. With this signature, the recipient server certifies
that the mail message was actually sent from the server
contained in the email header.
DNSBL (DNS Ban list or DNS Blocklist) are lists of
DNS host records that were previously noticed in spam
sending6. When prompted to receive an email message,
the mail server checks the IP address of the remote host
with the list of undesired addresses previously noticed
in spamming. If the IP address is in blacklists, the mail
server regards the received message as spam and refuses
to receive it7. The remote host is most often notified of
refusal to accept a message.
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To date, these technologies have helped in fighting
spam efficiently. If spam is sent with substitution of the
sender’s address, the mail server will effectively detect this
substitution and mark the email message as spam.
Technologies for installation of proxy/socks services on
hacked computers were once popular among spammers.
The services were (invisibly to the user) installed either
on compromised servers that had constant Internet
connection or on PCs of online users with the help of
malware. These proxy/socks servers were used to send out
spam from the hacked computers. Today, such spamming
methods have become inefficient thanks to emergence of
modern anti-spam tools (explained above). Most spam
messages sent through socks/proxy services don’t reach
the end user8,9.
Spammers continue to adapt and find new methods of
bypassing spam filters10. Over the past two months, the
number of spam messages that bypassed the spam filters
described above and reached the end-user has increased
significantly. After analyzing the contents of messages,
one can, with total probability, argue that these emails are
spam. Such messages were analyzed and innovations were
identified in the issue of spamming.

different from the specified in A and MX records of the
domain, the message won’t pass the server filter check.
Among the many domain names, we choose one:
insteras.co.ua.
116.13.25.85.in-addr.arpa. 5078 IN
PTR
mail.
isteras.co.ua.
2015-11-30 11:13:23 Delay 0 for mail.isteras.co.ua
[85.25.13.116] with HELO=isteras.co.ua. Mail from
avpoyyj@isteras.co.ua
isteras.co.ua.
960 IN TXT “v=spf1 a mx -all”
Another way of fighting spam is to compare the
sender’s IP address and server domain with public lists.
These lists contain IP addresses that send spam messages.
The domain of the sender’s server and its IP address
were checked on the Spamhaus site. It was shown that
the lists contain no records with IP range to which this
server belongs. This means that these messages will pass
the blacklist check. Among many other databases, this IP
address is also not listed in the blacklist (Figure 1)

3. Analyzing the Problem
Detailed analysis revealed a new technology used by
spammers. In order to understand how they managed to
bypass spam filters, we had to examine thoroughly the
logs of the mail server and headers of spam messages.
First, we checked the reverse record of the sending
server. To do this, we made a request for the reverse
record by the IP address of the sending server. The
reverse record received matches the server address
from the field ‘sender’. Consequently, the message passes
this test.
Spammers use their own domains to send spam. Spam
sending requires large number of domains. To reduce the
cost of spamming, the cheapest domains are used. When
buying with a discount from the registrar, the *co.ua
domains go for a minimum price of US$3, thus securing
minimal expenses. The *.ru domains are also cheap (the
author of this article can register such domains for just
US$1.5). The low price makes these domains suitable for
spamming.
DNS records of the ******.co.ua domain confirm that
a message was sent from the specified mail server. The
rule prescribed says that if the IP address of the server is
2
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Figure 1. Result of IP checking in DNSBL.

85.25.13.116 is the IP address of the server from which
spam is sent and to which the domain is linked. Analysis
of WHOIS information of the service makes it clear that
this address is part of a block of IP addresses belonging
to an organization called Plus server and registered in
Germany (Figure 2). The cheapest price for a virtual
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server at one of the sites belonging to Plus server is €13.
Plus server operates under a reselling program, where
it acts as a data center that services incoming requests,
while intermediaries that are not explicitly listed on the
site are the ones directly involved in the sale of virtual
servers.

there was increased activity of spam emails. It also shows
that the activity is uneven in a week. The highest amount
of spam is recorded on weekdays. The volume of spam
decreases on weekends. On Sundays, there are almost no
spam messages sent.
Prosecuting spammers legally is also not possible
as they use very cheap domains in the co.ua zone. The
only way to combat this type of spam in the present
circumstances is to block domains from which the spam
messages are sent or even to block the entire *co.ua
domain zone in the case of mass deployment of similar
technologies.

Figure 2. Whois information about given spam.

To bypass spam filters, the DNS PTR record is
registered for each IP address involved in spam sending.
For the insteras.co.ua domain, the reverse zone looks like
this:
116.13.25.85.in-addr.arpa. 30461 IN PTR mail.isteras.
co.ua.
The owner of the IP address block registers the PTR
record in the DNS. As a rule, when renting a virtual
server, such service is not standard, and by default, a
PTR record matches with the name of the host server.
Hence the conclusion that spammers don’t use standard
virtual server service. They somehow manage to register
the PTR record for IP addresses belonging to plus server.
Therefore, it is concluded that Plus server pays insufficient
attention to issues of spamming from its servers.

4. Conclusions
It is obvious that spammers link their domains to rented
servers, add necessary DNS records, set up a PTR record,
install and configure mail servers. This makes it impossible
to add the mail server into the ‘spamming’ category by
standard methods.
Statistics on the amount of spam messages from *co.
ua domains under the technology described is presented
in the graph in Figure 3. Data were taken from the logs
of the mail server. The graph shows that in two months,
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Figure 3. Spam amount from *.co.ua domains per day.
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